
UNIT 3 : The Development of Warfare c.1250 to the present day 

How important was technology in changing warfare over time?

MEDIEVAL AND EARLY MODERN PERIODS : 
c.1250s-1700s

The Medieval Period

Most medieval wars involved sieges and as time passed a type of arms 
race developed. Attackers used ever more sophisticated weapons to try 
to capture castles while defenders developed counter-measures to stop 
them.

• Besieging armies had a variety of siege machines - trebuchets and 
mangonels fired stones to break down walls; battering rams, cats 
and weasels to loosen walls; siege towers and scaling ladders to get 
over walls, while ballistas fired arrows at defenders. Attackers also 
built tunnels to undermine walls. 

• In response castles developed more complex defences - moats 
to prevent undermining; wide, high walls with towers and heavily 
defended entrances (barbican gates with drawbridge portcullis and 
murder holes). Arrow slit windows protected defenders and gave 
them a wide view of the enemy. 

• Concentric castles were the most sophisticated in terms of design 
and needed only a relatively small garrison. 

Battle weapons like swords and armour also changed in design, for 
example chainmail was replaced by plate armour. A new weapon, the 
crossbow, also appeared alongside the long bow. 

The early modern period

The introduction of gunpowder and cannon in the late Middle Ages 
began to revolutionise the technology of warfare. The first guns 
(arquebus) were slow to load and not very accurate. In the 17th century 
they were replaced by flintlock guns which were far more devastating. 
Cannon were also much more common by the late 16th century. Initially, 
because they were heavy, they were used more for sieges and at sea 
(Spanish Armada), rather than land battles. In the 17th century, cannon 
became lighter and more accurate and played a greater role in land 
battles. However, battles still tended to be decided by foot soldiers 
(pikemen and musketeers) and cavalry.

WELSH EXAMPLE : Medieval Welsh armies made little use of siege 
technology. They lacked the resources to make them. As a result, the 
sieges by Madog ap Llywelyn at Harlech and Llywelyn Bren at Caerphilly 
both failed. Edward I, on the other hand, use the latest ideas in design 
and technology in his castles in North Wales.

INDUSTRIAL PERIOD : c. 1750s - 1800s

The industrialisation of warfare

During the period of the industrial revolution Britain was almost 
constantly at war. War became industrialised, which changed the 
nature of war.

• Mass production of standardized parts meant that weapons 
could be produced rapidly and cheaply e.g. the Lee Enfield 
rifle. This was particularly true after the Crimean war. 
Weapons became faster to load, more accurate, increased in 
range and altogether more deadly.

• New production methods improved the quality of weapons 
and munitions. The Bessemer process in 1856 produced 
cheap high-grade steel. In the 1860s this was used for 
artillery, replacing cannon made from cast iron.  

• New methods of loading cannon were introduced. William 
Armstrong introduced breech-loaded cannon (replacing 
muzzle loaded cannon which were slow to load.) They were 
made from steel, were more accurate and fired over longer 
distances eg. Armstrong’s 1887 “monster gun”, with a range 
of 8 miles. 

• From the 1830s the forces also adopted brass cartridges 
replaced powder and shot. They were quicker and less 
dangerous to load. This went hand in hand with the 
development of breech-loaded weapons.

• Steamships and the railway speeded up the movement 
of troops and supplies and the telegraph allowed rapid 
communications.

Britain became the world’s largest producer of weapons; 
Birmingham was the world’s greatest gun-making centre and The 
Royal Small Arms Factory in London produced arms for Britain’s 
forces e.g. the Lee Enfield rifle. From the 1870s the British army 
also bought machine guns (Gatling Gun and Maxim Gun) from 
America.

By the end of the 19th century weaponry was far more lethal and 
easier to manufacture than it had been 100 years before.

WELSH EXAMPLE : Welsh industry made a significant 
contribution to the technology used by the armed forces. Copper 
sheet made in Swansea was used to sheath the hulls of naval 
vessels, while cannon balls produced in Merthyr supplied the 
army.

MODERN PERIOD : c.1900s-present day

Technology in the 20th century

In the 20th and 21st centuries further technological changes were 
introduced. 

World War I

A whole new range of weapons on land, sea and for the first time, 
in the air, appeared. Aircraft, tanks and submarines transformed 
warfare, making it even more destructive. During both world wars 
citizens (particularly women) were mobilised in large numbers to 
mass produce weapons and munitions. 

World War II

The weapons of World War I became even more powerful. Long 
range bombing by aircraft led to the development of radar to detect 
enemies with ASDIC and SONAR for submarines. Technology had 
produced weapons that allowed wars to be fought over ever greater 
distances, though battles between soldiers on the ground still 
ultimately decided the outcome of battles. The use of the atomic 
bomb at the end of the war ushered in a new era in technology. 

WELSH EXAMPLE : During the war, a secret factory in Rhydymwyn in 
Flintshire manufactured mustard gas and began to produce uranium 
for use in nuclear weapons, before the project was moved to America. 

The post-war period 

Technology has continued to develop, and weapons become ever 
more destructive. The use of nuclear bombs to end the war against 
Japan led to a nuclear arms race. Initially carried by long range 
bombers, by the 1960s both the USA and USSR had ICBMs. For the 
first time technology had produced weapons capable of destroying 
the world (MAD). In the 1960s therefore, the USA and USSR began to 
negotiate to reduce this threat. 

More recent technology uses GPS to allow drones (UAVs) to 
locate enemy soldiers and attack specific targets with precision. 
Their operators do not need to be in the warzone to do this. While 
some developments in technology have allowed war to be fought 
over wider and wider distances, the bulk of fighting e.g. Iraq and 
Afghanistan is still done by troops on the ground (though they do 
have a huge amount of technology as support).

 WELSH EXAMPLE : In the 1970s RAF Brawdy in Pembrokehire 
became the base for SOSUS – an undersea listening system that 
tracked Soviet submarines in the North Atlantic during the Cold War.


